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Artikel bewerten First published in , this book is about sentences containing the word or, dealing primarily
with sentences in which or conjoins clauses, but also some cases in which it conjoins expressions of other
categories. The author aims to give an account of the discourse properties and felicity conditions of
disjunction, and to use this account in explaining the behaviour of presupposition projection and of anaphora
in disjunctive sentences. The author begins by giving an account of the discourse properties and felicity
conditions of disjunction before turning to the presupposition projection problem. The final two chapters
discuss anaphora and its interactions with disjunction. What this dissertation is about 1. The Stalnakerian
Model of Presupposition and Assertion 1. Disjunctive Sentences In Discourse; 2. The Basic Observations 2.
Relation and Manner in the Stalnakerian Model 2. The Enriched Context Change Framework 2. Disjunction
and the Relevant Informativity Condition 2. Disjunction and Simplicity 2. The Exclusive Interpretation of or
2. Critique of the ambiguity account 2. Exclusivity from exhaustiveness 2. Exclusivity from alternativeness 2.
Conclusion Notes to Chapter Two; 3. The Basic Question 3. The Theoretical Issues 3. The Satisfaction
Account of Presupposition Projection 3. Basics of the Satisfaction Account 3. CCPs for disjunction 3.
Towards a New Account 3. Van der Sandt 3. Translating DRSs into Stalnakerian contexts 3. The Account in
Action 3. Entailing disjunctions again 3. Conclusion Notes to Chapter Three; 4. Anaphora-based Accounts in
Dynamic Semantic Theories 4. Groenendijk and Stokhof 4. Kamp and Reyle 4. A second DRT proposal:
Krahmer and Muskens 4. Van der Sandt revisited 4. A Felicity-based Approach 4. Introduction to the account
4. The E-type account of anaphora 4. A felicity-based solution to the internal anaphora puzzle 4. Narrow scope
antecedents 4. Non-E-type unbound anaphora 4. Conclusion Notes to Chapter Four; 5. The Basic Data 5.
Anaphora to a disjunction of NPs 5. A First Reformulation of the E-type Account 5. A Compositional
Structural E-type Account 5. Comparison with Chapter Four account 5. Narrow scope antecedents 5.
Application to the External Anaphora Data 5. Anaphora to clausal disjunctions 5. The Single-antecedent
Reading 5. Derivation of single-antecedent readings 5. Maximal quantifier antecedents 5. Other Approaches to
External Anaphora 5. Further Issues for the E-type Account 5. Interpretation of plural pronouns 5. Anaphora
to NP disjuncts and conjuncts 5. Semantics and Semiology ; 13 Verlagsort.
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Chapter 2 : Pragmatic Meaning vs. Sematic Meaning: How to Tell the Difference
First published in , this book is about sentences containing the word or, dealing primarily with sentences in which or
conjoins clauses, but also some cases in which it conjoins expressions of other categories. The author aims to give an
account of the discourse properties and felicity.

Subjects Description First published in , this book is about sentences containing the word or, dealing primarily
with sentences in which or conjoins clauses, but also some cases in which it conjoins expressions of other
categories. The author aims to give an account of the discourse properties and felicity conditions of
disjunction, and to use this account in explaining the behaviour of presupposition projection and of anaphora
in disjunctive sentences. The author begins by giving an account of the discourse properties and felicity
conditions of disjunction before turning to the presupposition projection problem. The final two chapters
discuss anaphora and its interactions with disjunction. Table of Contents 1. What this dissertation is about 1.
The Stalnakerian Model of Presupposition and Assertion 1. Disjunctive Sentences In Discourse; 2. The Basic
Observations 2. Relation and Manner in the Stalnakerian Model 2. The Enriched Context Change Framework
2. Disjunction and the Relevant Informativity Condition 2. Disjunction and Simplicity 2. The Exclusive
Interpretation of or 2. Critique of the ambiguity account 2. Exclusivity from exhaustiveness 2. Exclusivity
from alternativeness 2. Conclusion Notes to Chapter Two; 3. The Basic Question 3. The Theoretical Issues 3.
The Satisfaction Account of Presupposition Projection 3. Basics of the Satisfaction Account 3. CCPs for
disjunction 3. Towards a New Account 3. Van der Sandt 3. Translating DRSs into Stalnakerian contexts 3.
The Account in Action 3. Entailing disjunctions again 3. Conclusion Notes to Chapter Three; 4.
Anaphora-based Accounts in Dynamic Semantic Theories 4. Groenendijk and Stokhof 4. Kamp and Reyle 4.
A second DRT proposal: Krahmer and Muskens 4. Van der Sandt revisited 4. A Felicity-based Approach 4.
Introduction to the account 4. The E-type account of anaphora 4. A felicity-based solution to the internal
anaphora puzzle 4. Narrow scope antecedents 4. Non-E-type unbound anaphora 4. Conclusion Notes to
Chapter Four; 5. The Basic Data 5. Anaphora to a disjunction of NPs 5. A First Reformulation of the E-type
Account 5. A Compositional Structural E-type Account 5. Comparison with Chapter Four account 5. Narrow
scope antecedents 5. Application to the External Anaphora Data 5. Anaphora to clausal disjunctions 5. The
Single-antecedent Reading 5. Derivation of single-antecedent readings 5. Maximal quantifier antecedents 5.
Other Approaches to External Anaphora 5. Further Issues for the E-type Account 5. Interpretation of plural
pronouns 5. Anaphora to NP disjuncts and conjuncts 5. Semantics and Semiology Semantics and semiology
are two of the most important branches of linguistics and have proven to be fecund areas for research. They
examine language structures and how they are dictated by both the meanings and forms of communication
employed â€” semantics by focusing on the denotation of words and fixed word combinations, and semiology
by studying sign and sign processes. As numerous interrelated fields connect to and sub-disciplines branch off
from these major spheres, they are essential to a thorough grounding in linguistics and crucial for further
study. A number of interrelated disciplines are also discussed in conjunction with semantics and semiology
such as anaphora, pragmatics, syntax, discourse analysis and the philosophy of language. This set reissues 14
books originally published between to and will be of interest to students of linguistics and the philosophy of
language.
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Issues in the Semantics and Pragmatics of Disjunction (review) Issues in the Semantics and Pragmatics of Disjunction
(review) Banerji, Sharbani. LANGUAGE, VOLUME 81, NUMBER 4 () throughout the article.

Sorting It Out written by: Learn about the difference between the two terms and review examples of each.
Although both are terms used in relation to the meanings of words, their usage is drastically different.
Semantics refers to the meaning of words in a language and the meaning within the sentence. Semantics
considers the meaning of the sentence without the context. The field of semantics focuses on three basic
things: Semantics is just the meaning that the grammar and vocabulary impart, it does not account for any
implied meaning. In each situation, the various listeners in the conversation define the ultimate meaning of the
words, based on other clues that lend subtext to the meaning. Although semantics is concerned only with the
exact, literal meaning of the words and their interrelations, pragmatic usage focuses on the inferred meaning
that the speakers and listeners perceive. The following examples demonstrate the difference between the two:
He was so tired he could sleep for days. In both of these examples, the context and pragmatic meaning really
define the sentence. In the first, did the speaker really mean to say that the woman has not ever taken a
shower, not even once? Although the sentence says just that, the listener in the conversation may understand,
based on other factors, that the speaker means that the woman they are referring to has not taken a shower In
the second example, we have a guy who is so tired he can sleep for days. Is he really going to sleep for days?
Semantically, we would need to take that sentence to mean exactly that. Some ways to make the transition
easier is by learning phrases and idioms that are commonly said, but whose true meanings differ from the
semantic meaning. Although full comprehension of pragmatic meaning in a new language can take time,
students can speed up the process by practicing the most common exceptions to the semantic meaning. You
may also find this lesson plan on teaching semantic meaning helpful. The Columbia Encyclopedia, 6th ed. An
Introduction to English Semantics and Pragmatics. Edinburgh University Press,
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Download ebook pdf Issues in the Semantics and Pragmatics of Disjunction - Mandy Simons First published in , this
book is about sentences containing the word or, dealing primarily with sentences in which or conjoins clauses, but also
some cases in which it conjoins expressions of.

She also holds an adjunct faculty position in the Linguistics department at the University of Pittsburgh. Her
work covers topics in formal semantics, pragmatics and the philosophy of language. Research I am broadly
interested in the question of how meaning is conveyed through language use. My research combines work in
formal semantics, pragmatics, and the philosophy of language, with a focus on extra-linguistic aspects of
interpretation. My primary interests at this time are in presupposition and in the overall architecture of the
interpretation process. Publications Please note that the papers posted here are under copyright with the
publishers. The PDFs are intended for personal academic use only. Convention, Intention and the
Conversational Record: A reply to Lepore and Stone Preprint version. Paper to appear in Beyond Semantics
and Pragmatics working title , edited by G. Where Information Structure meets Projective Content. Annual
Review of Linguistics , Volume 3, pp. Explaining the projection behavior of factive verbs. Discourse
Processes, Revision as of June Published online May 1, Language 89 1 , In Li, Nan and D. New Essays on
H. Paul Grice, Palgrave Macmillan, , pp. Philosophy Compass 1 4 , , Lingua 6 , , Natural Language
Semantics Understanding the Stalnakerian picture. Linguistics and Philosophy Volume 24 5 , In this paper, I
review a number of arguments in favor of treating many of the central cases of presupposition as the result of
conversational inference, rather than as lexically specified properties of particular expressions. I then argue
that, despite the standard assumption to the contrary, the view of presupposition as constraints on the common
ground is not consistent with the provision of a conversational account of particular presuppositional
constraints. The argument revolves crucially around the workings of accommodation. I then offer an
alternative view of the phenomenon of presupposition, which is compatible with a variety of sources for
presuppositions. On the view offered here, presupposition is seen as a property of utterances. I argue that the
presuppositions of an utterance are those propositions which an interpreter must take the speaker to accept in
order to take the speaker to be fully cooperative, in the Gricean sense. Here are brief descriptions of those
which I teach on a regular basis. Nature of Language An introduction to the systematic study of human
language, spanning issues in the philosophy of language and contemporary linguistics. Linguistic Analysis A
hands-on course teaching analysis of natural language. This course is a requirement for the Linguistics Minor.
Chapter 5 : Project MUSE - Issues in the Semantics and Pragmatics of Disjunction (review)
Issues in the Semantics and Pragmatics of Disjunction (Routledge Library Editions: Semantics and Semiology) - Kindle
edition by Mandy Simons. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets.

Chapter 6 : LINGUIST List Confs: Pragmatics, Psycholing, Semantics/Germany
Issues in the Semantics and Pragmatics of Disjunction (Routledge Library Editions: Semantics and Semiology) (Volume
6) [Mandy Simons] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. First published in , this book is
about sentences containing the word or, dealing primarily with sentences in which or conjoins clauses.

Chapter 7 : Issues in the Semantics and Pragmatics of Disjunction - ePub - Mandy Simons - Achat ebook |
Issues in the Semantics and Pragmatics of Disjunction - CRC Press Book First Published in Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
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Read "Issues in the Semantics and Pragmatics of Disjunction" by Mandy Simons with Rakuten Kobo. First published in ,
this book is about sentences containing the word or, dealing primarily with sentences in which.
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